2010-2011 Season

Uncle Vanya
By Anton Chekhov, Adopted by Emily Mann

April 28, 29, 30 & May 1

Art: Barbara Waterman Peters

Cast
Dr. Mikhail Astrov...Brandon Blick
Marina (Nanny)...Cara Christianson
Uncle Vanya (Ivan Voynitsky)...Colby Cox
Professor Alexander Serebryakov...Tom Kennedy
Sonya...Arissa Utemark
Ilya Telegin (Waffles)...Edmond Leboeuf
Yelena...Samantha Heath
Maria Voynitsky (Mama)...Ashley Vaughan
Watchman/Chekhov...Daniel Gilchrist
Village People/Crew...Jane Barr, Niel Thomson

TIME: Act I: Summer, Act II: Late Summer, Act III & IV: Autumn
PLACE: The action takes place on Serebryakov's country estate

Production
Lighting and Costume Design by Tony Naylor
Set Collaboration by Lynn Wilson
Assistant Designers of Set, Lights, Costumers, and Props Daniel Gilchrist, Samantha Heath, Heather Ives, Beverly Johnston, Rebecca Radziejeski, Zachary Riggins and Galyn Weber
Original Music by Michele Flanagan
Directed by Penny Weiner